
Bryan & John

1 Bryan so what have you done in school today?

2 John  uhm, 

3 I’ve had two chemistry lessons,

4  where we had a test,

5 and,

6 also we were doing a transitions chemistry uhm ().

7 Bryan so.. tell me about transition methods?

8 John  uhm, 

9 to be honest I’m not really that good on them. 

10  We've just started them today,

11  but .. well .. they have ... uhm,

12 Bryan do you enjoy Chemistry?

13 (2.0)

14 John not really.

15 Bryan I really- I really enjoyed chemistry, 

16 it was one of my favorite subjects.

17 John the only reason I’m doing it, 

18 is to (it) do once at university.

19 as you probably know.

20 Bryan and what do you want to do at university?

21 John I would like to do veterinary medicine, 

22 so I can be a vet.

23 Bryan alright, 

24 s- I would like to be a doctor, 

25 so I need to get a good grade in chemistry.

26 I’m hoping to go to university next year,

27 without having had anything back yet,

28 John  I’ll probably get an A.

29 Bryan I'm very () about vet medicine.

30 () back in the college,

31 which is the best school in the world.

32 John  what other subjects do you do?

33 Bryan I do Biology which is very interesting,

34 and Geography, 

35 which is my favorite subject.

36 Bryan uh, I- I do Maths.



37 I got an A last year.

38 I was quite pleased with it,

39 'cause I'm not particular good at Maths.

40 John I also got an A.

41 Bryan I do also do drama.

42 I’m performing in a play of Cinderella,

43 b- but...

44 John  I- I used to do drama,

45   and I once performed a role variety performance,

46 in the London play(ed it) on Westend,

47 where I met Cherie Blair, 

48 the former Prime Minister’s wife,

49 (2.0)

50 and also an ex-Big Brother contestant.

51 Bryan who was that? ((in a laughing voice))

52 John I’m not sure.

53 I never really watched Big Brother.

54 but apparently her name was Nicole Wolfe, 

55 some sort of ... of intelligent to watch Big Brother.

56 Bryan what do you enjoy during your spare time?

57 John  I often play ( ),

58 and do (markentry) which is like woodwork, 

59 I often volunteer at my local vet,

60 which I do quite frequently.

61 Bryan you () university course?

62 John yeah it is.

63 Bryan u-hu.

64 John it's an () for my university course.

65 Bryan for my university course,

66 I volunteer regularly at a hospice.

67 happened several times in the last three weeks.

68 John  ((laughs))

69 ((coughs))

70 oh sorry.

71 uhm,

72 Bryan <uhm>,

73 so,

74 what did you do at Christmas?



75 John  oh we went to my aunt’s house for Christmas.

76 uhm I didn’t- 

77 I got a television for Christmas which erm,

78 is quite a good present.

79 what el- what did you get?

80 Bryan I didn’t get anything for Christmas.

81 ’cause my family only earns 

82 .. ten thousand pounds a year.

83 John  you’re Jewish aren’t you? ((in a laughing voice))

84 Bryan no that’s just a rumor going round I'm Jewish.

85 'cause I eat pork.

86 which isn't kosher.

87 but also I work at a meat counter,

88 at the best supermarket in the world called Whiterose,

89 which is soon to be opening branches,

90 in the United Arab .. Emirates.

91 and I’m a very good butcher,

92 and for Christmas I de:boned several birds,

93 including a turkey, 

94 a duck, 

95 a chicken,

96 and a goose.

97 and I put them all inside each other, 

98 and made it a bird ().

99 as I'm (a bit) talented butchering.

100 so what job do you do?

101 Is it a high paid job?

102 John  yes I’m a tutor.

103 Bryan how much do you earn an hour?

104 about forty .. pounds a week,

105 for four hours of tutoring,

106 which I do at the local tuition center.

107 usually it's eleven plus students.

108 but also (  ) GCSE,

109 John I used to do tutoring,

110 but .. it wasn't really for me.

111 Bryan you used to HAVE tutoring you (say)?

112 John  no DO tutoring .



113 Bryan ah.

114 (3.0)

115 so,

116 what jobs do you do at school?

117 are you a() or anything?

118 Bryan I'm actually the (),

119 the best one in this school,

120  apart from this once.

121  I- we don't read the,

122 you're also (),

123  are you not?

124 John  I have.

125 Bryan we've done lots (for this school),

126 we’ve (redesigned) all the notice boards,

127  and done lots of stuff like that.

128 John  u-hu.

129 Bryan I really enjoyed having you as my deputy teacher,

130 this year. 

131    ((laughs))

132 John  I believe you are my deputy. ((in a laughing voice))

133 we also have a really nice confident () teacher.

134 Bryan who?

135 John Mrs. Jenny Smith.

136 or is it pronounced ( )?

137  I can't- I can't quite remember, 

138 'cause she's quite a new teacher.

139 (3.0)

140 Bryan do you have anything to add?

141 John uhm she just recently replaced Mrs. Allison.

142 Bryan she was a very nice teacher=

143 John  =she was.

144 Bryan apart from once.

145 (6.0)

146 huh.

147 have you ever been to Germany?

148 Bryan once I went on a school trip,

149 to: Boppard in Germany.

150     very nice.



151 John and what did you do?

152 Bryan uhm we went along the river,

153 John river what?

154 Bryan uhm the river Rhine,

155 ...

156 and ... what else did we do?

157 uhm you came as well.

158 it was quite a while ago,

159 and I really enjoyed myself.

160   uhm.


